Multiple feed lubricators dispense oil through a separate valves that control the flow rate. A precision needle valve at each outlet adjusts the drip rate from a few drops per minute to a continuous flow. The integrated friction lock can be used to maintain a desired setting. The manual version is turned on and off with a toggle switch. The electro lubricator operates with a solenoid. Standard voltage is 120V/60Hz.

Multiple feed lubricators supply oil to brushes, rollers, felt pads, or directly to the surface that requires lubrication. They have diverse uses including chains, gears, rails, shafts, bearings, and pivot points.

The viewing portion of the reservoir is available in acrylic or Pyrex (glass). The reservoir endplates are polycarbonate. The valve body is aluminum with a glass sight. The needle valve is brass. Fittings are plated steel. The seal at the reservoir is Viton and seals located at the valve are Buna-N (or can be specified as Viton).

### Clear View Reservoir

**Multiple Feed Lubricators**

Clear View lubricators utilize a style reservoir that provides optimum viewing. They offer the same durability as heavier cast or steel components, but have the advantage of a streamlined design and standout pricing.

- Fewer components for a cleaner line of sight
- Permanent bond eliminates gaskets
- Light weight for more stable mounting and reduced freight costs
- Universal fitting allows reservoir to be switched out for a different capacity
- Durable polycarbonate endplates have exceptional chemical compatibility
- Swivel cap swings clear of opening and can’t be misplaced
- Endplates manufactured with partial reground material for zero waste
- Available in acrylic or Pyrex (glass)

#### B4462-032AB0412061W

**Multiple Feed Manual Lubricator**

- Reservoir Capacity in Ounces (2, 5, 9, 16, 32, 64, 128)
- Viewing Material (A = Acrylic, P = Pyrex)
- Seal Material (B = Buna, V = Viton)
- Number of Feeds (2 through 24)
- Voltage
- Frequency (5 = 50, 6 = 60, D = DC)
- Outlets (1 = 1/4 O.D. tube fitting, 2 = 1/8 FNPT, 3 = 1/8 MNPT)
- Identifies Oil-Rite product

#### B4463-032AB041W

**Multiple Feed Electro Lubricator**

- Reservoir Capacity in Ounces (2, 5, 9, 16, 32, 64, 128)
- Viewing Material (A = Acrylic, P = Pyrex)
- Seal Material (B = Buna, V = Viton)
- Number of Feeds (2 through 24)
- Voltage
- Frequency (5 = 50, 6 = 60, D = DC)
- Outlets (1 = 1/4 O.D. tube fitting, 2 = 1/8 FNPT, 3 = 1/8 MNPT)
- Identifies Oil-Rite product
Multiple Feed Lubricators

Manual and Solenoid Operated

Clear View lubricators utilize a style reservoir that provides optimum viewing. They offer the same durability as heavier cast or steel components, but have the advantage of a streamlined design and standout pricing.

- Fewer components for a cleaner line of sight
- Permanent bond eliminates gaskets
- Light weight for more stable mounting and reduced freight costs
- Universal fitting allows reservoir to be switched out for a different capacity
- Durable polycarbonate endplates have exceptional chemical compatibility
- Swivel cap swings clear of opening and can’t be misplaced
- Endplates manufactured with partial reground material for zero waste
- Available in acrylic or Pyrex (glass)

Multiple feed lubricators dispense oil through a separate valves that control the flow rate. A precision needle valve at each outlet adjusts the drip rate from a few drops per minute to a continuous flow. The integrated friction lock can be used to maintain a desired setting. The manual version is turned on and off with a toggle switch. The electro lubricator operates with a solenoid. Standard voltage is 120V/60Hz.

Multiple feed lubricators supply oil to brushes, rollers, felt pads, or directly to the surface that requires lubrication. They have diverse uses including chains, gears, rails, shafts, bearings, and pivot points.

The viewing portion of the reservoir is available in acrylic or Pyrex (glass). The reservoir endplates are polycarbonate. The valve body is aluminum with a glass sight. The needle valve is brass. Fittings are plated steel. The seal at the reservoir is Viton and seals located at the valve are Buna-N (or can be specified as Viton).